Derwent Data Analyzer 7 helps you quickly tell the stories in your data.

Derwent Data Analyzer 7 introduces a redesigned user interface that provides an easier, more logical workflow. Individual tabs for **Refine**, **Analyze**, and **Report** group tools that support your core tasks so that you can quickly identify and share the stories in your data.

**Refine**

The **Refine** tab ensures your data tells the best story possible. From here, you can quickly resolve inconsistencies with **List Cleanup**, a **Thesaurus**, or other tools that affect fields in your dataset. You can also **Group with Thesaurus** to automatically group your data to reveal the big picture. If you want to focus on specific aspects of your dataset, use **Create Sub-datasets** to just look at selected records in a specific area.

**Analyze**

The **Analyze** tab provides all the tools you need to find stories in your data. Here, you can review top items for a field in a **List**, discover relationships between items with a **Matrix**, check **Patent Vital Signs** for likely dead or alive status, or apply advanced statistical analysis to uncover hidden trends.

**Report**

The **Report** tab makes it easy to share the stories in your data. From here, you can quickly create impactful charts to visualize the trends you discover. Or, you can use our powerful predefined reports transform your analysis into Microsoft Excel worksheets with critical insight and prompts for further investigation. If needed, you can even take your refined, analyzed data and export for use in other applications.